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Introduction/Background and Rationale:

Common themes in gendered toy advertisements play an important role in
examining the socialization of children. This is why it is important to examine magazine
advertisements that feature children participating in gender stereotyped roles. The
researcher set out to discover whether or not gendered toy advertisements in catalogs
represent a constructed inequality among females and males in our culture. This is an
important study, because many parents view gendered toy advertisements regularly and
are exposed to the defining of roles represented without realizing the implications. The
methodology used was content analysis. According to author Ole Holsti, a content
analysis is "any technique for making inferences by objectively and systematically

identifying specified characteristics of messages" (Holsti, 1969).
This project will visually show the reoccurring theme of gendered toy
advertisements for children. It will focus on gender, communication and language in
relation to the advertisements. This podcast will trigger the questioning of constructed
inequality among females and males in our culture. In order to acknowledge stereotypical
roles represented through toy advertisements, one must learn about gender,
communication and culture; then, gender, communication language.
Individuals featured in advertisements send many messages. G o f h a n (1979) and
others recognized that visual images, such as photographs, transmit most of the
stereotypes in advertising. He states that images "carry a great deal of responsibility for
the message decoding in an advertisement" (Kang, 1997).
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Psychologists are interested in gender differences in toy play. Authors Linn,
Peterson, Signorella, Jamison, & Krupa suggest the following reasons (Green, Bigler, &
Catherwood, 2004):

I . These early behaviors may be precursors of later behaviors, including adult
social and occupational roles. For example, children 'splay with masculine toys
has been hypothesized to affect the development of spatial skills and interests.
2. Causal explanationsfor gender differences such as those seen in the toy play of
young children confront a core goal ofpsychology: understanding the interplay of
biology and environment in development.
Although the psychological affects of gendered toy play are important, here, one
psychological theory of gender development will be discussed; social learning theory.
Social learning theory claims that individuals learn to be masculine or feminine
(among other things) through observation, experimentation, and responses from others.
Children often mimic things they see in their environment; whether it is on TV, from
fnends and even parents. Children will reinforce behaviors that are rewarded. Thus,
social learning theory suggests that others' communication teaches boys and girls which
behaviors are appropriate for them. This often results in children likely developing
gendered patterns of behavior that others approve (Wood, 2005). An example of social
learning theory may be a young boy wanting to play with a doll and someone tells him
that dolls are for girls.
Scholar Albert Bandura, (1977) once stated, "Learning would be exceedingly
laborious, not to mention hazardous, if people had to rely solely on the effects of their
own actions to inform them what to do. Fortunately, most human behavior is learned
observationally through modeling: from observing others one forms an idea of how new
behaviors are performed, and on later occasions this coded information serves as a guide
for action" (Bandura, 1977).
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Social learning theory is directly related to gendered toy advertisements because
parents will often buy the gendered toys for children that they see in the ads. When a little
girl plays with her sewing machine she will be rewarded from others, which sends her the
message that sewing is for girls. The advertisement is only the beginning of the cycle.
Generally the child will not view the ad, it is the parents that will which may lead to the
purchase the gendered toy for their child in the future. However, children often see
gendered toy advertisements on television which may create their desire for the types of
toys their parents see in magazine advertisements.
Language is a very important part of everyday life, especially when we are
examining something, like in this case, advertisements. This study will include an
examination of the language written on the advertisements in categories of girl's ads,
boy's ads and then girls and boys together in ads.
Children's play differs among gender. Girls and boys often play different types of
games which ultimately cultivate distinct ways to communicate. The examination of
theory, language and the way children play all contribute to the questioning of whether or
not the ads are gender stereotyped.
Gender stereotyped toy ads both sell the product and send a message. This is
important because people who view catalogs, in-store ads and newspaper ads regularly,
probably do not understand the messages in the ads. The message being sent is that, even
ffom childhood, we are told how to act through many things, but specifically the toys we
play with. If parents are viewing the ads and purchasing the toys for their child, the cycle
of inequality of females and males will continue to thnve.
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The researcher seeks to answer the following questions: 1) What is the correlation
of children in gender stereotyped toy ads with when they know the difference between
"girl's toys" and "boys toys"? 2) Do any gender stereotypical characteristics of children
appear in the toy ads?
Literature Review:
Some researchers have been published on the topic of gendered toys, but not
specifically on gendered toy advertisements. The research focuses on the toys themselves
and how they are in fact separated as masculine and feminine, which include:
Gendered toys grouped into common categories:
Alexander & Hines (1994) examined gender labels (either masculine or feminine)
and play styles when selecting playmates. The 60 children evaluated were between the
ages of 4 and 8 years old. Categories included: sex typed toys, high or low activity, rough
and rumble or non-aggressive play, and play group. The researcher concluded that girls
chose female targets and boys chose male targets; Girls and boys differed in their
preferences for feminine versus masculine toys; Regardless of age, boys selected targets
on the basis of play styles.
Owen-Blakemore & Centers (2005) conducted two studies on the toys children
play with. In the first study, 292 undergraduates rated 126 toys as to whether they were
suitable for boys, girls, or both. Five categories of toys were established from those
ratings: strongly masculine, moderately masculine, neutral, moderately feminine, and
strongly feminine. In the second study, 706 undergraduates individually rated the toys.
The results were that girls' toys were associated with the following characteristics:
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physical attractiveness, nurturance, and domestic skill. Boys' toys were rated with the
following characteristics: violent, competitive, exciting, and somewhat dangerous.
A USA Today article, Playing around with gender-specijk toys, by Michelle

Healy expresses that, "toy manufacturers give sex-role associations to otherwise neutral
toys." The article goes on to explain the "neutral toys" like rocking ponies are featured in
catalogs with certain associated colors; like pink for girls and blue for boys (Healy,
1989).
There is a large amount of research done on television commercials featuring toy
advertisements. However, my study focuses on print gendered toy advertisements,
specifically in catalogs. Therefore, the limited research available makes this study more
important.
Children's play is important when researching this topic. The following study
explains how children do play in sex-segregated groups.
The way children play:
Researchers Daniel Maltz and Ruth Borker studied the importance of children's
play in shaping patterns of communication. They found that young children almost
always play in sex segregated groups (in the US, even as young as 2 to 3 year olds) and
girls and boys tend to play different kinds of games. This creates different ways of
communicating among genders (Wood, 2005).
Another important area of study important to the research includes information on
Recognizing gendered roles in advertisements:
Davita Silfen Glasberg (1998), a researcher cited in the Teaching Sociology
journal, conducted a study within a classroom setting among students studying sociology.
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Those students were told to pay attention to the roles children were playing in children's
toy advertisements. Ultimately, the study wanted to answer the question, "What future
gendered roles and identities do these advertisements present to children?" (Glasberg,
1998).
A study conducted by Eileen Wood, Serge Desmarais and Sara Gugula (2002)
examined gender role socialization among toy play which involved parents to determine
the function of adults' perceptions of typical gender stereotyped toys (Wood et al., 2002).
From The Wilson Quarterly, an anonymous author explains that a wide variety of
catalogs today promote "mother-drive parenting." This journal article expresses the
common theme of repeated gender stereotyped roles represented in catalogs when it
comes to children's toy advertisements ("Toy Stories," 2006).
Textbooks used:
The book Different but equal communication between the sexes by Kay Payne
explains gender and communication and gendered roles. This book is informational and
does not include a study like the one being conducted here.
Gendered lives: communication, gender & culture by Julia Wood is a textbook
that was used to get information on gender theories and gendered society.
The sample used:
The sample taken for this project includes magazine catalogs: ABC Distributing
catalog, Harvest 2006 & Christmas 2006; the JC Penny Fall-Winter '06 catalog; and the
Lakeside Collection Catalog, Christmas 2006 edition. The researcher chose to examine
ads which featured children (both females and males) whom appeared to be 5-10 years of
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age. The total number of ads gathered illustrating gender specific roles representative of
children is 100.
Justification:

A podcast of this research is important because it can be used to teach about
gender, communication and language, in a new form of technology.
The study by Glassberg focused more on the sociological effects on the gendered
advertisements; the students did not examine the ads individually and come up with
results. They also did not compile the ads and group them according to which category
they fit it, like this study is doing. The students simply made an observation on how the
children in the ads were in fact participating in gender specific roles (Glassberg et al.,
1998).
In the study conducted by Wood et al, of gender stereotyped toys and the ways

adults may contribute to the socialization of gender stereotypes, forty-eight children and
3 adults participated. The children were evenly divided among gender with 24 girls and

24 boys. The study examined the following: the amount of time children and adults
played with the toys; the way adults categorized the toys into gender specific categories;
and the adult's desire of gender specific toys. The results showed that by sorting the toys
into gender specific categories, the adults did not agree with the traditional categories of
gender stereotypes. However, when playing with the children and toys, the adults played
with more masculine ones with boys and had much more flexibility of toys with the girls.
Although the categories of toys were not very gender stereotyped, the adults still played
with particular stereotyped toys according to the child's gender (Wood et al., 2002).
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The study by Wood, Desmarais and Gugla (2002) is important to my study
because gender stereotyped toys are still being manufactured today. Although the adults
did not categorize the toys to be completely gender stereotyped, they did interact and play
with the toys that were often "acceptable" to the particular gender. This means that the
adults would maybe have a vacuum cleaner toy in the boy's category; however, the adult
would choose a dump truck to play with the boy instead. This is particularly important to
my study because if the adults are reaching for the typical gender specific toys, then they
will be more likely to purchase a gender specific toy for their child out of a magazine
catalog.
In the The Wilson Quarterly, it is expressed that there is a theme of "motherdriven parenting" represented in catalogs ranging from FA0 Schwartz's to a less popular
catalog, Natural Baby Company's. The author is suggesting that the catalogs are selling
toys that serve almost as a companion or caregiver to the child. The author also believes
that the child must turn to toys because they are being forced to play with them from
parents (Toy Stories, 2006). Although there is a toy made for every part of the day, like a
bear that helps a child go to sleep or a bath time doll, I do not believe that parents are
buying these toys to simply fill the void of their parenting. This article is important to my
research and study because it acknowledges the fact that a wide variety of catalogs have
the same theme; however I disagree with the author's theory that the toys are parenting
the child. I believe that it is up to the parent to choose what toys their child plays with.
This relates to the catalogs and the repetitive theme of gender specific toys.
Playing around with gender-specific toys asks the question of why catalogs and

toy manufacturers narrowly define toys based on gender through colors. The result was
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that they sell toys with colors that kids and parents like best; this means that girls will
typically like pink and boys will typically like blue because they are told that those are
the appropriate colors to like. The defense of the catalog that was questioned answered
that "If it bothers you that your child plays with certain gender-type toys, or any toy for
that matter, don't buy them. Parents who want to avoid sex-typed toys should provide a
variety and encourage the child to play with them all" (Healy, 1989).
Children's play is important when talking about gendered toy advertisements
because it asks the question "is how children's play directly related to the toys in ads
being sold to them?" Researchers Daniel Maltz and Ruth Borker found that boys' games
often involve fairly large groups, competitiveness, clear goals, physically rough play,
organization of rules and roles, little talking unless it's about strategies to reach goals.
They also discovered that girls' games involve pairs or very small groups, no set goals
and roles (house and school), not highly structured, mostly talk, interpersonal, requests
and cooperation. The basic rules of communication that many adult women and men
employ are refined and elaborated versions of those learned in childhood games (Wood,
2005).
Out of all of the above studies discussed, none of them are exactly the same as my
study on gender stereotyped toys seen in catalogs. Since my research is different from
previous research, it will add to the similar studies done by showing a variety of catalogs
chosen and the analysis of the language among those advertisements.

Methodology:
It is important to clarify what gender stereotyped roles are in toy ads.
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The age group examined was children whom appeared to be between 5-10 years of age.
This is a young child, old enough to know they are a girl or a boy whom are discovering
gender. The following categories for the content analysis were defined as follows:

A. Gender
1. Girl(s) = includes ads that feature only girl(s)
2. Boy(s) = includes ads that feature only boy(s)
3. Both girl(s) and boy(s) = includes ads that feature both girl(s) and boy(s)
together
4. None = includes ads that feature no child, only see hand or a part of the child
with no indication that the hand is a girl or boy

B. Color categories were defined as follows:
1. Pink
2. Blue
3. Pastel colors = powder pink, powder blue, mint, lilac, peach, rose
4. Primary colors = red, orange, yellow, blue, green, purple
5. Pink and blue
6. Primary and pastels = red, orange, yellow, blue, green, purple, powder pink,
powder blue, mint, lilac, peach, rose
C. Type of Product was defined as follows:
1. Music = includes products such as musical instruments
2. Household = includes bedroom products such as furniture, rugs, comforters,
pillows, closet organizers, sleeping bags, towels, bbq
3. Electronics = includes products that require batteries or an electrical outlet,
make noise, move on their own
4. Fashionheauty = includes products that will enhance style, beauty and fashion
sense
5. Travel items = includes products such as luggage, backpack, purse
6. Dolllstuffed animal and accessories = includes crib, carrier, clothes, bottle,
pacifiers, houses, car seat, table, basinet
7. Buildable projects/crafts = includes products such as puzzles, model kits, take
apart products
8. Sports = includes products that involve participation in sports or products
which have sports paraphernalia on them
9. Mechanical = includes products such as construction vehicles, trucks, tools,
guns
10. Educational activity = includes products that have a purpose to teach the child
something

D. Behavior categories were defined as follows:
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1. Caregiver = ads that feature a child taking care of and having responsibility of
another person's welfare, giving help and assistance.
2. Domestic = ads that feature a child doing a domestic duty
3. Hands on = ads that feature a child doing something hands on
4. Make believe = ads that feature a child acting in a pretend role such as dress
up, pretend play
5. Strategy = ads that feature a child doing something to reach a goal such as
video games, brain teasers, puzzles
6. Physical activity = ads that feature a child participating in physical activity
including sports
7. Nothing = ads that feature a child doing nothing
8. None = there is no child featured in the ad

E. Fantasy categories were dejined as follows:
1. Princesslfairytale = includes Disney Princess or any other product which has
the appearance of a princess or being in a fairytale
2. Superhero = includes Superman, Batman, Spider-man
3. Princesslfairytale and Superhero = includes Disney Princess or any other
product which has the appearance of a princess or being in a fairytale and
Superman, Batman, Spider-man
4. None = there is no fantasy theme in the ad
F. Role emphasis was dejined as:
1.
Passive role = child functions as the more submissive individual in the ad,
playing witwselling toys
2.
Active role = child functions as the more dominant individual in the ad,
playing witwselling toys
3.
No role = a toy is being advertised, however, a girl or boy is not featured
in the ad
G. Setting was coded by determining the apparent location for the ad:
1.
Indoor setting = a room indoors could include: bedroom, kitchen, living
room or family room.
2.
Outdoor setting = areas around a house outdoors where children typically
play could include: backyard, front yard, features grass or trees.
Other = any other setting not described here.
3.

H. Language categories were dejined as follows:
1.
Female parent = ads that mention "mom" or "mommy"
2.
Male parent = ads that mention "dad"
3.
Lifelike = ads that emphasize that the toy is "true to life" "realistic" "real"
"lifelike features"
4.
For her = ads that make it clear the toy is for a girl, use "her" "she" "little
girl"
5.
For him = ads that make it clear the toy is for a boy, use "him"
"handsomely"
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6.

Neutral = ads that do not mention "mom" or "mommy" "her" "she" "little
girl" "true to life" "realistic" "real" "lifelike features" "dad" use "him"
"handsomely"

Therefore, the proposed categories of analysis were listed as follows:
1.
Gender that appears in the ads
2.
Colors in the ads
3.
Type of product being advertised in the ads
4.
Behavior of child featured in the ads
5.
Fantasy theme of the ads
6.
Role emphasis of child in the ads
7.
Setting of the ads
8.
Language on the ads
First step: Magazine catalog ads are of an adult interest, for shopping, and for
entertainment purposes.
Second step: the issues being examined are 2 different issues of the ABC
Distributing catalog; the JC Penny Fall-Winter '06 catalog; and the Lakeside Collection,
2006 Christmas edition.

Results:
A total of 100 catalog (3 different catalogs) toy advertisements were coded by two
independent coders separately. The number of advertisements coded per catalog did vary
somewhat, as ABC Distributing Catalog tends to have more pages, as such have more ads
more often than the JC Penny catalog or Lakeside catalog. The following tables 1.1 - 8.2
represent the total numbers and percentages for each category, separated by coder A and
coder B.
According to coder A, sixty six of the 100 ads (66%) contained a girl(s), a boy(s)
or both girl(s) and boy(s) together seen in the ads; the other 34 (34%) were ads that
featured no child or a hand or other part of a child is seen but with no indication that the
hand is a girl or a boy. Almost half of the total ads examined (42%) included primary
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colors. Twenty four ads (24%) featured household toys for sale, and 26 ads (26%)
featured no behavior in children because only the toy was shown. Twenty seven ads
(27%) had a fantasy theme of princesslfairytale, superhero, or both princesslfairytale and
superhero. The most common setting in the ads was indoor (88%); and the ads coded by
language were often neutral (68%).
Gender

Of the 100 ads coded, 3 1 featured a girl(s) and 25 featured a boy(s). In contrast,
there are more boys being born than girls. In 2002, the United States had 94,232 more
boy births than girls (National Center for health statistics, 2005).
A total of 3 1 (3 1%) ads featuring a girl(s) were coded. Of these, 8 (26% of total)

were selling dolls or stuffed animals and accessories; 29 (90% of total) were in an indoor
setting; and 10 (3 1% of total) of the ads feature a girl doing something hands on.
A total of 25 (25) ads featuring a boy(s) were coded. Of these, 7 (28% of total)
were selling buildable projects or and/or crafts; 21 (84% of total) were in an indoor
setting; and 8 (32% of total) of the ads feature a boy(s) playing with andlor selling a toy
that involves strategy.
Table 7.1
Coder I: Gender
Girl(s)
311100 31%
251100 25%
BOY(^)
Both girl(s)and boy(s) 101100 10%
None
341100 34%

Table 2.1
Coder 1: Ads coded by type of product
Music
31100
3%
Household
241100 24%
Electronics
141100 14%
Fashionlbeauty
51100
5%
Travel items
61100
5%

Dolllstuffed animals and
accessories
Buildable projectslcrafts
Sports
Mechanical
Educational activities

Table 3. I

Table 4.1

201100 20%
121100 12%
71100
7%
41100
4%
51100
5%
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Coder I:Ads coded by behavior

Coder I:Ads coded by setting

Indoor
Outdoor
Other

881100 88%
91100 9%
31100 3%

Caregiver
Domestic
Hands on
Make believe
Strategy
Physical activity
Nothing
None

51100
71100
241100
31100
141100
91100
121100
261100

Colors

The colors of an advertisement are an important part of how a person views an ad;
people will often associate colors with gender. The colors were grouped into the
following categories: pink; blue; pastels colors; primary colors; pink and blue; primary
and pastels. Forty two percent of the total ads (both girl(s) and boy(s)) were made up of
primary colors. However, pastel colors were represented in 16 (52% of total) of the girl(s)
ads; and primary colors were represented in 21 (84% of total) of the boy(s) ads. If girls
are seen only in red, orange, yellow, blue, green, purple ads, this may imply that the
girl(s) in the ad isn't "girlie" or that she may be a "tomboy." If boys are seen only in
powder pink, powder blue, mint, lilac, peach, rose ads, this may imply that there is
something wrong with the boy or that he is confused.
Table 5.1
Coder I:Ads coded by colors

Pink
Blue
Pastel colors
Primary colors
Pink and blue
Primary and pastels

81100
21100
211100
421100
11100
261100

8%
2%
21%
42%
1%
26%

Language

The toy being advertised for sale and the child in the ad are not the only factors in
how a person sees and ad. The language is just as important because reading the words of
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an ad can tell a story without any pictures. In this case, we have pictures and language.
Language coding was broken into six categories: female parent; male parent; lifelike; for
her; for him; neutral. Although more than half (68%) of the ads had neutral language, it is
still important to note that the ads with language "for her" represented 22% of all of the
ads; the ads with language "for him" only represented 4% of all of the ads. This is
noteworthy because of the difference in the language in the girl's ads and in the boy's
ads. The language "for her" makes it clear in the girl(s) ads that those toys are for girls
only. On the other hand, it is not so common to see language "for him" to make it clear
that the toys are for boys only.

Table 6.1
Coder I : Ads coded by language
Female parent
31100
3%
Male parent
01100
0%
Lifelike
31100
3%
For her
221100
22%
For him
41100
4%
Neutral
681100
68%

The following additional ads were coded:
Table 7. I
Coder I : Ads coded by fantasy
Princesslfairytale
181100 18%
Superhero
61100 6%
Princesslfairytale and Superhero
31100 3%
None
731100 73%

Table 8.1
Coder I : Ads coded by role
emphasis
Passive role
151100 15%
Active role
351100 35%
None
501100 50%

According to coder B, the following categories were coded as follows:
Table 1.2
Coder 2: Gender
Girl(s)
311100
251100
BOY(^)
Both girl(s) and boy(s) 101100
None
341100

31%
25%
10%
34%

Table 2.2
Coder 2: Ads coded by type of product
Music
31100 3%
Household
201100 20%
Electronics
141100 14%
Fashionlbeauty
71100 7%
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Travel items
Dolllstuffed animals and
accessories
Buildable projectslcrafts
Sports
Mechanical
Educational activities

Table 3.2
Coder 2: Ads coded by
setting
Indoor
771100
77%
Outdoor
101100
10%
Other
13/100
13%

Tabk 4.2

Caregiver
Domestic
Hands on

Coder 2: Ads coded by behavior
31100
91100
251100

Make believe
Strategy
Physical activity
Nothing
None

21100
91100
101100
101100
321100

Table 5.2
Coder 2: Ads coded by colors
Pink
71100
7%
Blue.
01100
0%
16/100 16%
Pastel colors
Primary colors
481100 48%
Pink and blue
21100
2%
Primary and pastels 271100 27%

Table 6.2
Coder 2: Ads coded by language
Female parent
31100
Male parent
01100
Lifelike
41100
For her
251100
For him
51100
Neutral
631100

3%
0%
4%
25%
5%
63%

Table 7.2
Coder 2: Ads coded by fantasy
Princesslfairytale
191100 19%
Superhero
61100
6%
Princesslfairytale
and Superhero
31100
3%
None
721100 72%

Table 8.2
Coder 2: Ads coded by role emphasis
Passive role
81100
Active role
381100

8%
38%

None

54%

541100

Coder Reliability
"Different coders should agree in the great majority of instances about the proper
category for each unit of analysis" (Wimmer & Dominick, 2006). Between coder A and
coder B, the coder reliability equals 90.75%. The increased reliability was due to the
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precise category definitions. "Intercoder reliability refers to levels of agreement among
independent coders who code the same content using the same coding instrument"
(Wimmer et al, 2006).
Research questions
1. What is the correlation of children in gender stereotyped toy ads with when they
know the difference between "girl's toys" and "boys toys"?
According to previous research, girls and boys begin to develop stereotypic
knowledge about "girl toys" and "boy toys" in preschool years (Martin, Eisenbud, &
Rose, 1995), and have firmly established views on toys and gender by seven years of age
(Perry & Sung, 1993). This means that the children in the ads, whom appear to be ages 5
-1 0 years old, should be aware of their gender stereotyped role in the advertisement. In

the "type of product" category examined, 26% of the girls ads were selling dolls or
stuffed animals and accessories; and 28% the boys ads were selling buildable projects or
and/or crafts.
2. Do any gender stereotypical characteristics of children appear in the toy ads?
Some stereotypes of children's toy advertisements emerged from this study. The
category of colors was the most definitive gender stereotype with 20% of the girl(s) ads
included pink or pastel colors; colors that are often usually given to little girls. Also, for
boys, 22% of the ads included blue or primary colors; colors that are often given to little
boys.
Of the boy(s) ads, 7% were selling buildable projectslcrafts and 8% involved strategy,
where as 1% of girl(s) ads were selling buildable projectslcrafts and 1% involved
strategy. This promotes the idea of creativity, challenging and independence for boys. It
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was also found that girl(s) ads promote fashion and beauty (4%) and the roles of
caregiver (5%) and domestic (5%) where boy(s) ads represented 0% for fashion and
beauty, 0% for playing the role of a caregiver and 0% for being domestic.
In addition, some stereotypes of children's toy advertisements did not emerged from
this study including the setting category. The most common setting in the ads was indoor
(88%) between both girls and boys. Although 22% of the ads were coded as being "for
her" in the language category and 4% were "for him," the majority of the language was
coded neutral (68%).

Discussion
It appears that the common gender stereotypes do exist in catalog advertisements
that feature children. The color themes in the ads were representative of the common
colors that we associate with genders; pink and pastels for girls and blue and primary
colors for boys. Also, the buildable projects1craRs were representative of the boy(s) ads
where the girl(s) ads were more representative of fashion and beauty, the role of a care
giver and being domestic. However, one stereotype did not emerge from this study; the
setting category. It was found that the majority of the ads were taken place in indoor
setting for both boy(s) and girl(s) ads. Following the common stereotype, the ads might
have shown the boys in more outdoor settings and the girls only inside. However, both
genders were shown mostly indoors consisting of 88% of the ads.
Conclusion

While creating a catalog full of advertisements, including ones for children's toys,
do the companies/advertisers take responsibility for the gendered colors, products,
settings, behavior, language, and role emphasis represented in ads? ARer all, their main
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reason for being in business is not to send a gender balanced message to audiences, but it
is to sell products to the advertisement viewer. The power of the mass media is strong
and evident. Although people may believe that advertising does not affect them, in reality
it does in some way shape or form. When it comes to catalog advertising, it is different
than public advertising because catalogs are usually sent only to those who subscribe to
thembuy them in a department store. This means that less people are seeing catalog
advertisements rather than ones on a billboard. Nonetheless, many people are still
viewing catalog ads, especially those whom are parents. Since catalogs' main purpose is
to sell a product, there are often an overwhelming amount of children's toys in them. The
parents or adults viewing the ads are seeing the product for sale; not the message that the
advertisements are sending. All ads send a message; in this case, gender stereotyped toy
advisements for children are telling parents that it is acceptable for their daughter to be a
pretend home maker or mother and for their son to be a pretend construction worker or
athlete. Acknowledging the fact that advertisers have so much power is necessary of this
type of study, however, it is not the purpose of this study. The main purpose of this study
was to examine gender stereotyped toy advertisements in catalogs which had been
identified in previous mass media and gender research, adding to the existing body of
knowledge on the topic.
Limitations
Further research might include a study with a larger age range, rather than 5 - 10
years old, to determine if the theme of gendered toy advertisements is represented in
younger children, even infants, and in older children, even teenagers. Unfortunately the
toy companies are separate from the advertising companies. The toy companies will
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continue to produce gender stereotyped toys for children, but it is up to the catalog
companies and advertisers because they are the ones creating the image of the gender
stereotypes. They do this by putting gender specific colors, settings, behaviors, language,
and role emphasis' in the ads for viewers to see and not realize the impact it has on our
society. The catalog companies and advertisers may want to become aware of these types
of studies to realize the gendered messages that they are sending, which may produce less
gender stereotyped ads.
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